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Whilst it functions in enabling the growth of Islamic banking, it also contributes to social fragmentation within
Malaysian society. Item Type:. Last, the study notes that shariah regulation has contradictory corollary effects:
it is both functional and dysfunctional. Everyday Islamic banking practices are viewed in this thesis, as
embedded within broader, historically determined, closely intertwined, social, economic, cultural and political
circumstances. The supply-leading policy is based on the theory that active government development of the
financial system will induce economic growth. For example, the savings generated from Bank Islam
depositors who as Muslims were previously denied the opportunity to save in a riba-dominated system , will
be used in investments within the economy. Item Type:. Preview Kb Abstract Islamic banking is based on the
Muslim precept that interest, riba, is prohibited. In the case of Bank Islam, this means the indigenous needs of
the Muslims. Second, the personalised trust that characterises thick social ties bolsters confidence in Islamic
banking. Within the financial development of Malaysia, the introduction of an Islamic bank can be regarded as
an extension of the, "Supply-following," and, "Malayani-sation," policies pursued since independence by the
Central Bank Bank Negara. First, for those who perceive and are attracted to the added value of Islamic
banking, trust in the shariah regulation and expertise, as underwritten by the state, is the first condition to their
choice. As with other Islamic banks. Doctoral thesis, Durham University. The thesis is based on a sociological
framework that does not aim to explain the development and growth of Islamic banking in terms that are
principally about religion. Bank Islam, however, has had a qualitative, rather than quantitive impact upon
financial development, being a development consistent with the Government's policy of building an economy
and financial system that meets the indigenous needs. Nevertheless, Islamic banking practices are not given
and cannot be taken-for-granted. Trust lubricates their choice by reducing complexity, mitigating risk and
bridging the gap between knowledge and faith. Three ideal types that emerged from the data, the virtuoso,
pragmatist and sceptic, are a used as a heuristic device to characterise the various interests driving trust in
Islamic banking, and illustrate the heterogeneity of Islamic banking practices. Login Banking on the divine:
everyday Islamic banking practices in Malaysia Muscat, Michaela Banking on the divine: everyday Islamic
banking practices in Malaysia. These instruments, however, are regarded with superstition by Islamic
economists who contend that Islamic banks should base their operations solely on the profit-sharing principles
of mudarabah and musharakah. Bank Islam's operations have relied upon the use of Islamic pre determined
financial instruments. Islamic banking within the financial development of Malaysia Gower, Paul Antony
Islamic banking within the financial development of Malaysia. This was the first Islamic bank to be supported
by a Government and be legislatively accommodated within a mixed financial system. Primarily, it presents an
added-value derived from its prohibition of riba interest in favour of profit from trade al Bay or leasing ijarah.
More specifically, it seeks to explain the development and growth ineveryday Islamic banking practices
amongst the Malay community in Kuala Lumpur. In rating Islamic banking as the most socially acceptable
choice, family and peers are signalling confidence in the value and values of Islamic banking and are
unwitting allies of the state and banks. This study views the aforementioned circumstances that consumers
find themselves in, on the one hand, and the banking practices they participate in, on the other, as interacting
elements of a socially determinate whole. Trust, I suggest, is the common thread underpinning the everyday
banking practices within the interacting elements of a socially determinate whole. Preview Download 2MB
Preview Abstract Islamic banking, a niche financial sector that has captured the imagination of the financial
elite and ordinary consumers alike, is unique in its regulation through the shariah. It has succeeded in
mobilizing funds from the general public and corporate sector and has introduced a wide range of relatively
sophisticated financial services in a short period of time.


